BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PLAY

A. Periodicals.

American Physical Education Review...Box G, Highland Station, Springfield, Mass.
Mind and Body...Turner Publishing Co., New Ulm, Minnesota.
Playground...Playground and Recreation Association of America
I Madison Ave., New York.

B. Books.

Adolescence (two volumes)----------------- G. Stanley Hall
American Playgrounds----------------- B. B. Mero
Aspects of Child Life and Education----- G. S. Hall
Athletic Games in the Education of Women--- G. D. Dudley and
P. A. Kellor
Book of Indoor and Outdoor Games--------- Mrs. B. Kingsland
Book of School and College Sports--------- R. H. Barbour
Boy Problem, The--------------------- W. B. Forbush
Camp and Outing Activities-------------- F. H. Chiley
Career of the Child, The---------------- A. F. Chamberlin
Child, The----------------------------- Maximilian P. Grosz
Child: His Thinking, Feeling and Doing----- A. E. Tonnor
Children's Play and its Place in Education-Walter Wood
Children's Singing Games Old and New----- Mari R. Hofor
Educational Gymnastic Games for Little Folk--- Johnson and Colb
Education of Plays and Games------------- George E. Johnson
Education of Man---------------------- Froebel
Education Thru Play--------------------- Curtis
Exploitation of Pleasure----------------- M. M. Davis
Field Day and Play Picnic for Country Children--Meyron T. Soud
First Steps in Organized Playgrounds----- Lee Hammer
Folk and National Dances---------------- Lutcher H. Gulick
Folk Dances and Games-------------------- Caroline Crawford
Folk Dances and Singing Games----------- Elizabeth Burechon
Games Book----------------------------- Hardy and Cubitt
Games and Dances---------------------- W. A. Stocker
Games and Songs of American Children----- W. W. Newell
Games for Playground-------------------- A. A. Barker
Games for the Playground, Home, School and
Gymnasium----------------------------- Jessie H. Bancroft
Graded Games and Rhythmic Exercises----- Marion B. Newton
Growth and Education-------------------- J. M. Tyler
Gymnastic Games----------------------- E. H. Arnold
Gymnastic Games Classified-------------- E. H. Arnold
Gymnastic Stories and Plays------------- R. A. Stonerod
Handbook of Athletic Games------------ Bancroft and Pulvermacher
Health by Stunts----------------------- Pearl and Brown
Indoor Games and Socials for Boys------- C. C. Baker
Manual of Play------------------------ Byron W. Forbush
Mother Fairy Play---------------------- Mrs. J. T. Bowen
Need of Recreation--------------------- Playground and
Normal Courses in Play, The---------------- Recreation Association
One Hundred Fifty Games---------------- L. F. Hale
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PLAY (Continued)

Ono Hundred Fifty Gymnastic Games--------Boston Normal School
Organized Games------------------------R.S.Wood
Play------------------------------------E.D.Angell
Play------------------------------------W.B.Forbush
Play: Its Value and Fifty Games--------Mina,B.Lombkin
Play and Playgrounds-------------------Joseph Lee
Playground Technique and Playcraft------A and L.H.Leland
Play in Education-----------------------Joseph Lee
Play in Recreation----------------------Joseph Lee
Play of Animals, The-------------------Karl Gros
Play of Man-----------------------------Karl Gros
Plays and Games for Indoor and Out-------B.R.Parsons
Plays and Recreation in the Open Country--H.S.Curtis
Plays and Games for Schools,-------------C.F.Carly
Play of Today--------------------------E.P.Hunt
Popular Folk Games and Dances----------Mari.R.Hofer
Psychology of Recreation, The----------G.T.W.Patrick
Psychological, Pedagogical, and Religious
Aspect of Games------------------------Luther H.Gulick
School Recreation and Amusements--------C.W.Mann
Spirit of Youth in the City Streets------Jeno Adams
Teaching of Play, The--------------------Wilbur Bowen
325 Group Contests for Army and Navy School--Cronin
What Men Live By------------------------R.C.Cabot
Winning the Boy------------------------Lilburn Merrill
Young Folks Cyclopedia of Games and Sports: Chaplin and Bostwick
Youth----------------------------------G.Stanley Halé

C.Periodical References:

Group Games................................L.H.Gulick, Ped.Sem., vol
Keeping the Children in School..........Hampkins July 1911
Play and Democracy---------------------L.H.GULICK, Playgroung
Association, Vol.1
Play and Social Progress..............Annals of American

Academy, Mar.1910, Vol.535
Play as a School of the Citizen........Charities and the Common
August 3, 1904, Vol.18, pp.486-490
Popular Recreation and Public Morality, Annals of American
Academy, July 1909, Vol.3, pp.52-42
Social Significance of Play-------------Annals of Amer.Academy
March 1913, Vol.28, pp.369-373
Work and Play.........................A.S.Pier, Atlantic
Monthly, Nov.1904, Vol.94, pp.669-675